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A Theorem on compact semi-simple groups

MORIKUNI GOT\^O

(Received Sept. 17, 1948)

Let $G$ be a t\^Op\^Ol\^Ogical gr\^Oup. We shall den\^Ote by $D(G)$ the cl\^Osure
\^Of the c\^Ommutat\^Or subgr\^Oup \^Of $G$ , and call a c\^Onnected c\^Ompact gr\^Oup semi-
simple if $D(G)$ c\^Oincides with $G$ . A c\^Onnected c\^Ompact Lie gr\^Oup is semi-
simple in \^Our sense if aud \^Only if it is a semi-simple Lie gr\^Oup. We n\^Ote
$h^{\prime}ere$ th $e$ fact that any fact\^Or gr\^Oup \^Of a c\^Onnected c\^Ompact semi-simple
gr\^Oup is als\^O semi-simple.. In the present n\^Ote we shall pr\^Ove the f\^Oll\^Owing.

Theorem. Let $G$ be a $con$nected compact semi-simple group. $T/cen$ for
any element $x$ of $G$ there corresponds a pair of elements $y$ and 2 suck that

$x=y^{-1}z^{-1}yz$ .
Similar results have been \^Obtained by K. Sh\^Odal) f\^Or the special linear

gr\^Oup \^Over an algebraically cl\^Osed field, and recently by H. T\^oyama2) f\^Or
s\^Ome types \^Of c\^Ompact simple Lie gr\^Oups. Our the\^Orem is an extensi\^On \^Of

the the\^Orem \^Of T\^oyama.
In \^Order t\^O pr\^Ove \^Our the\^Orem we shall first pr\^Ove a special case,

namely the f\^Oll\^Owing
Lemma. Let $G$ be a connecled compact $semi\leftarrow simt^{l_{C}}$ Lie $L\backslash \circ_{l^{\prime}}oup$ . Then

any clcmcnt $x$ in $G$ is $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}^{\prime}rp_{J^{\prime}}csc;/table$ in a form $y_{\vee}^{-\iota_{\sim}-1}y\approx for$ suilably cnosen
clernenls $y$ and $z$ .

Proof Let $A$ be a maximal c\^Onnected c\^Omhutative subgr\^Oup \^Of $G$

Then $A$ is a cl\^Osed t\^Or\^Oidal gr\^Oup,3) and any element \^Of $G$ is kn\^Own t\^O be
c\^Onjugate with s\^Ome element \^Of $A$ . Hence it is sufficient t\^O pr\^Ove the case
when $x$ is c\^Ontained in $A$ .

N\^Ow we intr\^Oduce a system \^Of can\^Onical c\^O\^Ordinates in $A$ . Then any
$a$ \^Of $A$ is given by its c\^O\^Ordinates:

$a=a(\varphi)$ , $\varphi=(\varphi_{1},\ldots\ldots, \varphi_{n})$ .
where $\varphi_{t}$ varies \^Over all real numbers $m\text{\^{O}} d$ . 1. Let n\^Ow $H$ be the ll\^Or-

malizer \^Of $A$ in $G$ . The transf\^Ormati\^On by an element $h$ \^Of $H$ induces a

1) K. Shoda: Einige Saetze ueber $Matrit/en$, Jap. Journ. of Math. $v$. xm, 1937.
2) II. T\^oyama: On commutators of matrices.
3) See L. Pontrjagin: Topological groups, Princeton, 1939.
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continuous automorphism in $A$ :
$h^{-1}a(\varphi)h=a(\varphi^{*})$ ,

$\varphi^{*}=\varphi S$,
$\varphi=(\varphi_{1},\ldots\ldots, \varphi_{n})$ $\varphi^{*}=(\varphi_{1^{*}}, , \varphi_{n^{*}})$ ,

where $S=S(h)$ is a $re$al matrix of degree $n$ . The correspondence
$h\rightarrow S(h)$

gives obviously a linear representation of $H/A$ . Denote by $(S)$ the matric
group compos $ed$ of $S(h)s$ . It is well known that $(S)$ is a finite group
isomorphic with $H/A$ : $(S)\equiv H/A$ , and that $(S)$ is determined by the
local structure of $G^{4)}$ .

There exists now an element $S_{0}$ of $(S)$ such $t1_{1}at$

$(^{*})$ $det.(S_{0}-1_{n})\neq 0$ ,

where $1_{n}$ denotes the unit matrix of degree $n$ . In fact as all compact simple
infinitesimal groups and the corresponding $(S)s$ are kuownb), we can readily
find such $S_{0}$ that satisfies (F). Let $\prime z_{0}$ be an element of $H$ such that $S(\prime z_{0})$

$=S_{0}$ . Then $(*)$ and th $e$ relation
$c$

$a(\varphi)^{-1}\nearrow l_{0^{-1}}a(\varphi)’\iota_{0}=a(\varphi(S_{0}-1_{n}))$

imply that for a given $a(\psi)$ in $A$ there corresponds an element $a(\varphi)$ of $A$

so that
$a(\varphi)^{-1}h_{0^{-1}}a(\varphi)h_{0}=a(\psi)$ ,

and this completes our proof. Q.E.D.
Proof of $t/le$ theorem. Let $G$ be a connected compact semi-simple group.

Then there exists a sequence $\{G_{\alpha}\}$ of compact semi-simple Lie groups such
that $G$ is the $G_{\alpha}$-adic limit group of $\{G_{\alpha}\}$ : $G=\lim G_{\alpha}$ . Hence we can
easily conclude the existeuce of connected compact semi-simple Li $e$ groups
$L_{\lambda}$ such that $G$ is homomorphic with the direct product $IlL_{\lambda}$ :

$(\Pi L_{\lambda})/D\equiv G$

where $D$ is a closed (O-dimensional) invariant subgroup of $\Pi L_{\lambda}$ . Accordingly
the validity of th $e$ theorem for $L_{\lambda}$ immediately implies that for $G$ . Q.E.D.

Remark. In connection with the theorem of Shoda mentioned above,
we can prove the following results modifying the proof of our lemma:

4) See e.g. F. Gantmacher; Canonical representations of automorphisms of a complex semi-
simple Lie groups, Rec. Math. $v\cdot 5$, 1939.

5) F. Gantmacher: loc. cit.
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Let $G$ be a connected complex scmi-simple Lie group of complex $dim$ension $r$,
and let $C$ be the set of all elements of $G$ of $f/le$ form $y^{-1}\approx^{-1}y_{2}$. Then the com-
plementary $s’.’ tG-C$ of $C$ in $G$ is contained in a closed set ofcomplex dimen-
sion at most $r-1$ . $He/lceC$ contains an open, connected set, $u’\gamma_{uch}$ is every-
where dense in $G$ .
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